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PREFACE

To begin, let’s explore what Information Technology Ser-
vice Management (ITSM) is. To put it simply, ITSM func-
tions as a disciplinarian for technology providers. Service 
Management practices have been around for decades but 
they weren’t formally carried out with Information Technol-
ogy (IT) providers. They were mostly used by Call Centers 
or any customer-facing role or function in the business. Ser-
vice Management’s primary focus is the customer and is the 
best method to continually improve the customer experience. 
Before the birth of formal frameworks for ITSM, businesses 
were continually looking for ways to enhance the customer 
experience using technology services.

In my work, there is a reliance on public knowledge to 
enhance IT processes, help them to be more efficient, and 
make improvements to them that boost quality. However, 
using public knowledge over time, I realized a major aspect 
was missing. Making enhancements in a technical environ-
ment presented many real-world challenges not addressed in 
books. When faced with non-text book scenarios, I came to 
rely mostly on business insight, skills, and experience. Knowl-
edge and understanding of the business environment made 
a significant difference to overcome these challenges. What 
I learned is ITSM guidance for IT worked, but only so far. 
When using ITSM guidance in combination with business 
management experience, they performed better and also had 
an effect on maturing business operations as well.
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I am perplexed that in my IT career across three decades, 
the industry is still struggling to accomplish Service Manage-
ment successfully. From experience, I believe it has more to 
do with how IT sees themselves rather than the advancement 
of technology. Indirectly, IT views themselves as outsiders 
to the business. There is a sense that IT needs significantly 
different methods than the business to manage their opera-
tions. In reality, they do not. When I realized this, my focus 
shifted from technology management to transforming IT to 
be a strategic unit in business. I began to draw on my business 
management experience and surprisingly my yoga education 
as well. Both have provided me with practical methods to 
overcome the same challenges and obstacles that I encoun-
tered over and over.

Prior to shifting focus toward business, my thoughts on 
value became almost obsessive. The mantra recorded in my 
brain – value is based on customer perception became a staple 
in delivering better support services. This mantra lacked suffi-
cient substance to enrich operations and the customer’s expe-
rience. Measuring value on perception alone isn’t reliable; but 
it does point out something that needs attention. Understand-
ing your customers’ behaviors provides more knowledge 
about them than their perception. Perception changes rapidly 
and it can realistically change many times in the course of a 
day. Behaviors are usually a pattern and do not change rapid-
ly. Therefore, behaviors are better to focus on and recognize; 
it isn’t realistic or practical to manage perception.

My thinking began to shift and it inspired me to seek out 
alternative solutions that make practical sense. My frustra-
tion in finding practices that worked, led to more practical 
approaches that some may consider unconventional. For-
mal frameworks are missing the target. Why? Because the 
approaches to serve one size fits all, obtaining the be all-to-all 
solutions, or the notorious silver bullet are illusions to figure 
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out. Focusing on what is real and practical exceeds expecta-
tions for business maturity, growth, and stability.

I worked with many successful organizations across 
South-Central and East Asia, Europe, and the United States. 
The industries I mostly worked in are: telecommunications, 
healthcare, finance, insurance, manufacturing, and retail. 
From these environments, I learned valuable lessons and 
picked up real-world practical knowledge about actual ITSM 
achievement. That’s what motivated me to write this book 
and share my experiences with practical methods that helped 
many companies to succeed.

The industry considers People as the main correlation to 
ITSM achievement or failure. Lately, the people element has 
lowered on the priority scale. Less attention to people sim-
ply isn’t realistic for real-world achievement and sustainment 
of a high-performing ITSM program. The human element is 
vitally important to succeeding in ITSM and business. People 
create a natural alliance in business and this is one essential 
area of attention to practical ITSM.

Technology gets outdated quickly. People, on the other 
hand, never go out of style and are the reason why businesses 
succeed.
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